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Abstract: Orthogonal time-frequency-space (OTFS) modulation is a promising two-
dimensional (2D) signal technique to tackle high mobility time-varying wireless channels.
However, its good performance on time-frequency plane multiplexing for optical-wireless
communications (OWC) has never been fully investigated. In this article, we take advantage
of OTFS and propose a new orthogonal time-frequency multiplexing (OTFM) scheme for
DC-biased OWC. We first design a 2D Hermitian symmetry in the DC-biased optical OTFM
(DCO-OTFM) system to generate the real-valued signal. The bit error rate (BER) of a
DCO-OTFM system is studied on the OWC channel. Numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed scheme outperforms the conventional DC-biased optical orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing scheme.

Index Terms: Orthogonal time-frequency multiplexing, 2D hermitian symmetry, optical-
wireless communications.

1. Introduction
Orthogonal time-frequency-space (OTFS) modulation is an emerging solution to handle high
Doppler shifts in time-varying multipath wireless channels [1]–[3]. Its key idea is to multiplex the
data via two-dimensional (2D) orthogonal basis functions and place the functions in the delay-
Doppler domain. Then the data can be transformed to the time-frequency domain with conventional
modulation schemes, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). This promising
technology, resulting in an improved bit error rate (BER), simplified channel estimation and signal
detection in high-mobility scenarios, was first proposed in [1]. Subsequently, a series of work to
improve the OTFS modulation system or expand its application scenarios has emerged. In [4], a
low complexity OTFS structure was designed based on an OFDM system. [5]–[11] discuss novelty
channel estimation, equalization and signal recovery schemes for OTFS system. The diversity
performance of the OTFS signal was analyzed in [12]. In [13], OTFS modulation was first applied
to a non-orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA) transmission protocol. In [14], the OTFS system was
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proved to have excellent error performance on static multipath channels. In [15], the superiority of
the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the OTFS signal compared to OFDM was analyzed.

Many researchers have proposed novel resource multiplexing and modulation techniques or
devices for optical-wireless communications (OWC). Fujimoto and Lu, et al. [16] first designed
a phase-modulated in-building network over fiber and invisible laser light communication trans-
mission. In [17], free-space optical transmission was discussed under orbital-angular-momentum-
multiplexed based on the spatial-mode multiplexing. In [18], a new modulation scheme based on a
hybrid waveform was proposed for OWC of internet of vehicles. Among OWC topics, the study of
optical OFDM has recently been a hotspot. Zhu et al. have proposed online service provisioning
algorithms based on optical OFDM technology [19]. A PAPR reduction optimization method was
designed in [20] for DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) visible light communications (VLC)
systems. In [21], adaptive modulation combining several optical OFDM schemes was designed
for VLC system. A hybrid system for VLC combined asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and onoff keying modulation was proposed, which
can accommodate various receivers with high spectral efficiency [22]. In [23], [24], different spatial
dimming control schemes were proposed for DCO-OFDM VLC systems. X.Ling et al. provided
a joint offset and power optimization method for a DCO-OFDM VLC system [25]. In [26], a 3D
adaptive loading algorithm was proposed for a direct detection optical OFDM system. In [27], an
improved receiver is designed for a layered ACO-OFDM (LACO-OFDM) OWC system. In [28],
an adaptive modulation scheme based on LACO-OFDM was designed for the VLC system. In [29],
fractional cosine transform based non-orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing was proposed for
the VLC system to save more frequency resource than OFDM. In [30], a dual-polarization O-band
silicon photonic transmitter is designed for direct detection OWC. In [31], an integration platform
with novel plasmonic CMOS compatible TE-pass polarizer is presented for optical transmission.
In [32], new structures of silicon photonic MachZehnder modulator are proposed for PAM-4 signal
generation. To our best knowledge, research on OTFS system for OWC does not appear in the
literature.

In this letter, we exploit the benefits of an OTFS system for performance improvement on static
multipath channels, which is verified by [14] and can be adapted to OWC scenarios. Thus a new
OWC scheme, Orthogonal Time-Frequency Multiplexing (OTFM), is proposed. We first develop a
2D Hermitian symmetry in the OTFM system to generate the real-valued signal, which enables
the use of OTFM for the DC-biased OWC. Our proposed DC-biased optical OTFM (DCO-OTFM)
system utilizes proper channel estimation and equalization method at the receiver side, which
enables the demodulated signals to achieve better performance on BER and PAPR compared to
an OFDM system.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 introduces the OWC channel model and the
DCO-OTFM system structure. In section 3, we propose 2D Hermitian symmetry in multiplexing in
order to generate the transmitted real-valued signals. Section 4 discusses the channel equalization
and demultiplexing in recovery. Section 5 presents the numerical results to demonstrate the
scheme’s performance. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.

Notations: Throughout the letter, scalar, vector, and matrix are denoted by normal letters, low-
ercase boldface and uppercase boldface, respectively. The superscripts (·)∗, (·)T and (·)H indicate
conjugate, transpose, and conjugate transpose operations, respectively. We denote M-point dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) and the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) operation matrices
by FM and FH

M .

2. Optical-Wireless Channel Model
We consider a DCO-OTFM system with single transmitter and receiver on the optical-wireless
channel. Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of DCO-OTFM for OWC system, which consists of
necessary techniques in multiplexing and recovery. We assume that M subcarriers are allocated
to transmit NM samples in an OTFM symbol on the duration NTs, where Ts is the sampling interval.
The OTFM symbols are transmitted over the optical-wireless channel, which the channel response
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of DCO-OTFM system for OWC. S/P: series-to-parallel, P/S: parallel-to-series,
CP: cyclic prefix, ISFA: intra-symbol frequency-domain averaging, E/O: electro/optic, O/E: optic/electro.

h(τ ) is represented as follows:

h(τ ) =
P∑

p=0

hpδ(τ − τp), (1)

where (P + 1) is the number of propagation multi-paths, and hp with τp denotes the channel
coefficient and the delay associated with the p-th propagation path. We consider the non-directed
model of optical-wireless channel and employ the ceiling-bounce (CB) model to investigate the
multipath effect on reflection light, which is similar to the channel model in [29]. Thus the impulse
response of the CB model channel is shown as

hcb(τ ) = 6a6

(τ + a)7
u(τ ), (2)

where a = 12

√
11
13

D, D is the root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread of the multiple reflections, and

u(τ ) is the unit step function. So the received signal at OWC is represented as

y (t ) = hcb(τ ) ∗ s(t ) + n(t ). (3)

3. Real-Valued OTFM Signal Generation
We explain the multiplexing details in this section. As shown in the upper part of Fig. 1, similar to
the modulation of OTFS, the information bits first must be reshaped as a constellation matrix after
mapping operation, which is different from traditional DCO-OFDM. According to the subcarrier
number in each OTFM symbol, the elements of the origin matrix formed by effective information
constellation points is xo[k, l ], where k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and l = 0, 1, . . . , M/2 − 2. Then the matrix
is modulated with Inverse Symplectic Finite Fourier Transform (ISFFT), which can be expressed as

Xo[n, m] = 2
N(M − 2)

N−1∑

k=0

M/2−2∑

l=0

xo[k, l ]e j2π ( nk
N − 2 ml

M−2 ), (4)

where n ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1 and m ∈ 1, . . . , M/2 − 1. To ensure the time domain transmitted signals are
real-valued, we first propose a new 2D Hermitian symmetry method on the signal matrix, which is
developed from the Hermitian symmetry on optical OFDM real-valued systems. First we define an
N × M matrix X as

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

X [n, 0] = X [n, M/2] = 0, n ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1,

X [n, m] = Xo[n, m], n ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1, m = 1, . . . , M/2 − 1,

X [n, m] = X ∗
o [n, M − m], n ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1, m = M/2 + 1, . . . , M − 1.

(5)
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The frequency domain matrix X can be converted to the OTFM transmitted signal with Heisen-
berg transform. We take advantage of the method proposed in [14], which is achieved by M-point
IDFT,

X̄ =
√

MFH
MXT . (6)

In the time domain signal matrix X̄, each element is

x̄ (n, m) = 1√
M

M−1∑

m=0

X [n, m]e j2π ml
M

= 1√
M

⎛

⎝
M/2−1∑

m=1

X [n, m]e j2π ml
M +

M−1∑

m=M/2+1

X [n, m]e j2π ml
M

⎞

⎠

= 1√
M

M/2−1∑

m=1

(
X [n, m]e j2π ml

M + X ∗[n, m]e− j2π ml
M

)

= 2√
M

M/2−1∑

m=1

(
a(n, m) cos

(
2πml

M

)
− b(n, m) sin

(
2πml

M

))
. (7)

where X [n, m] = a(n, m) + jb(n, m). After the matrix X̄ turns to vector x̄ with parallel to serial (P/S)
conversion, a cycle prefix (CP) of length L is added to each symbol vector. The whole OTFM matrix
X̆ formed by K vectors after P/S conversion becomes a new baseband signal vector x̆.

For the signal in the optical OFDM system in [33], a suitable DC bias is added to the bipolar
transmitted signal, which makes the signal positive. Similarly, in this paper we set the biasing and
clipping process on the bipolar OTFM signals, so the unipolar signal is defined as

s(t ) =
{

x̆ (t ) + BDC, x̆ (t ) > −BDC

0, x̆ (t ) ≤ −BDC

(8)

where BDC is the DC bias and is associated with the power of x̆ (t ),

BDC = η

√
E [x̆ (t )2]. (9)

Then we define this bias as 10 × log10(η2 + 1)dB. We can also study the statistical characterization
of the real-valued DCO-OTFM with the help of expression (8), where the details are explained in
section 5.

4. Receiver-Side Processing for OTFM Signal
In order to eliminate the inter-symbol interference (ISI) of our OTFM system, we apply frequency
domain equalization on the receiver. As shown in the lower part of Fig. 1, the DC average
component are first removed from the received electronic signals. After serial to parallel conversion
and CP removal, we take the first I received OTFM symbols yi as training symbols used for equalizer
operation,

Ĥi ( j ) = Yi ( j )
Xi ( j )

, j = 0, 1, . . . , N × M − 1, (10)

and the average estimated frequency domain channel response is defined as

Ĥ ( j ) = 1
I

I∑

i=1

Ĥi ( j ), j = 0, 1, . . . , N × M − 1. (11)
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From the definition in (5) we know that two subcarriers in each OTFM symbol carry no information
signal, hence the two corresponding channels cannot be estimated. At the same time we reduce
the overhead number of training symbols by applying the method of intra-symbol frequency-domain
averaging (ISFA) [34]. The final estimated channel coefficient in frequency domain is get by

ĤISFA( j ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, j = 0, (NM )/2,

∑ j+s
r= j−s

Ĥ (r )
Cj

, jmin = 1, jmax = (NM )/2 − 1, j ∈ [ jmin, jmax],

∑ j+s
r= j−s

Ĥ (r )
Cj

, jmin = (NM )/2 + 1, jmax = NM − 1, j ∈ [ jmin, jmax],

(12)

where Cj = min ( jmax, j + s) − max ( jmin, j − s) + 1, and s is the number of left and right adjacent
subcarriers employed for averaging.

With the received time domain signals y and estimated channel ĤISFA we obtain the time domain
vector x̂ to recover the final bits. We first turn each OTFM symbol vector into an M × N matrix X̂
and demodulate the matrix by Wigner transform, which can be seen as the inverse operation of
Heisenberg transform. We obtain the estimated frequency domain matrix as:

X̃ = 1√
M

FMX̂, (13)

which is a Hermitian symmetry matrix similar to X. Then we use the signals on the effective
subcarriers to form a new N × (M/2 − 1)matrix X̂o, whose each element is defined as

X̂o[u, v] = X̃ T [n, m], n = 0, . . . , N − 1, m = 1, . . . , M/2 − 1, (14)

where u = 0, . . . , N − 1, and v = 0, . . . , M/2 − 2. We next demodulate the constellation value by
SFFT with X̂o, where each estimated information signal is presented as:

x̂o(k, l ) =
N−1∑

u=0

M/2−2∑

v=0

X̂o[u, v]e− j2π ( uk
N − 2vl

M−2 ), (15)

where k = 0, . . . , N − 1, and l = 0, . . . , M/2 − 2. After constellation demapping we finally recover
the received bits.

5. Simulation Setup and Results
In this section we present the simulation setup and compare the performance of OTFM with
conventional OFDM for different QAM modulation. In all of the simulations, we consider 1024
samples transmitted in one OTFM symbol, where OTFM uses M = 64 subcarriers and N = 16
sampling time interval durations, respectively. To resist ISI, CP is 1/128 the length of symbol
duration, which means L = 8. K = 128 symbols form a DCO-OTFM frame, in which I = 4 symbols
are set as training symbols for channel estimation overhead, and the other 124 symbols are
information payload.

We first analyze the BER performance of OTFM schemes. Fig. 2(a) shows BER versus the SNR
for DCO-OTFM and DCO-OFDM, where the DC bias is set to 7 dB and the transmission rate for
the signals is 100 Mbit/s. The CB channel RMS delay spread is set to 10 ns. Each DCO-OFDM
symbol transmits 1024 samples with 1024 subcarriers, and other parameters are set the same as
for the DCO-OTFM signals. The required SNRs of DCO-OTFM to achieve the threshold of BER, i.e,
BER of 1 × 10−3, are lower than for DCO-OFDM in both 4QAM and 16QAM. In 4QAM the required
SNR difference between DCO-OTFM and DCO-OFDM is about 3 dB. In 16QAM mode, the BER of
OTFM outperforms that of OFDM at a SNR of 34 dB and reaches the threshold at 40 dB.

In Fig. 2(b), we demonstrate the BER against SNR with different RMS delay spread for 4QAM
DCO-OTFM and DCO-OFDM, setting the DC bias at 7 dB and transmission rate at 100 Mbit/s. All
of the values of RMS delay spread are chosen from the typical range for practical OWC scenarios.
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Fig. 2. BER performance versus the SNR for DCO-OTFM and DCO-OFDM. (a) BER against the SNR
for different QAM, r = 100 Mbps, RMS delay spread 10 ns, DC bias 7 dB. (b) BER against the SNR
for different RMS delay spread on 4QAM DCO-OTFM and DCO-OFDM, D/S: delay spread. (c) BER
against the SNR for different transmission rate on 4QAM DCO-OTFM. (d) BER against the SNR for
different DC bias on 4QAM DCO-OTFM.

The BER performance becomes worse with the increase of the RMS delay spread as a result of the
decrease of the channel bandwidth. When the RMS delay spread is set to 14 ns, the SNR required
to achieve the BER threshold is about 33 dB, which is 3 dB more than the required SNR with the
10-ns RMS delay spread. The BER performance of DCO-OFDM are worse than DCO-OTFM with
the same RMS delay spread values, which also verifies our results in Fig. 2(a).

Fig. 2(c) compares the BER performance with different transmission rate under 7-dB DC bias
and 10-ns RMS delay spread. The performance deteriorates with the increase of the rate as the
consequence of the decrease of the sampling interval Ts. Furthermore, when the transmission rate
doubles, which means sampling time Ts is reduced by half, the channel impulse response of the
CB model channel cut down approximately half under normalized energy. Thus we need to raise
the power by almost the same value in dB to compensate the loss when the data rate doubles. For
example, our simulation results show the difference of SNR from 50 Mbps to 100 Mbps and from
100 Mbps to 200 Mbps for the required BER is just about 5 dB, which means the OTFM can be
applied to different speed transmission scenarios.

We next illustrate the BER versus SNR with different DC bias in Fig. 2(d), where other parameters
are set the same as in Fig. 2(a). In the DCO-OTFM system, BER suffers from clipping distortion,
which decreases with the increase of DC bias. If the DC bias is large enough, there is almost
no clipping noise in DCO-OTFM. The difference between the required SNRs for DCO-OTFM with
different DC bias is equal to the difference between the corresponding DC-bias power. When the
DC bias is set to 4 dB, the signal suffers the clipping noise, hence the difference between the
required SNRs of DCO-OTFM with 4- and 7-dB DC bias is less than 3 dB. Even the performance
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Fig. 3. Performance improvement for OTFM with ISFA technique. (a) Frequency magnitude response
of estimated channel for OTFM, w/o: without. (b) BER for 4QAM in different ISFA parameters, SNR =
32 dB.

with 4-dB DC bias is worse than with 7-dB DC bias on some particular SNRs. However, the
differences between the required SNRs of DCO-OTFM with 7-, 10- and 13-dB DC bias are almost
equal to 3 dB due to little clipping noise in the signal when the DC bias is larger than 7 dB. The
simulation results in Fig. 2(d) coincide with the theoretical analysis.

Fig. 3 depicts the influence of the ISFA technique on the 4QAM OTFM signals with a SNR of
32 dB. In Fig. 3(a), we set the ISFA parameter as s = 20 to apply ISFA on the estimated channel
frequency response, and blue curve is processed with (12) to get the red curve. The average value
of red line and blue line are −5.23 and −5.22 respectively, which are almost the same. However,
the blue line values‘ variance and its gradients’ variance are 9.14 and 0.63, and the same time
the relative variances of red line are 8.20 and 0.06, which is smaller than the blue line’s. This
comparison verifies that the red curve is smoother than the blue one, which is shown in Fig. 3(a).
Frequency response with ISFA helps the estimation phase take less OTFM symbols for training
in order to save the overhead. Fig. 3(b) further shows the improvement in demodulation with the
ISFA technique. We compare the BER of OTFM and OFDM with different ISFA parameters s with
the same SNR, where s = 0 means ISFA is not applied. It is depicted that when the SNR is set to
32 dB the BER of OTFM is worse than for OFDMs without ISFA. With s increasing the performance
is rapidly improved, and OTFM outperforms OFDM when the parameter is properly chosen (i.e.
s ≥ 20).

Fig. 4 shows the constellation coordinates of the received signal after channel estimation and
OTFM demultiplexing. Fig. 4(a) and (b) demonstrate the 4QAM and 16QAM signals with SNRs of
32 dB and 40 dB, respectively. Both pictures obviously reflect that most demultiplexing signals‘
coordinates are close to the standard QAM constellation points’ coordinates, which helps the
demapper to accurately recover the information bits.

Though many references such as [14] and [15] have proved the improvement of PAPR by
OTFS through theoretical analysis or simulation verification, we further demonstrate simulation
comparison between OTFS symbol and OFDM symbol in the same conditions. The analysis of
the PAPR property of the OTFM signal helps us set the proper parameters to design an OTFM
symbol. In Fig. 5(a), we compare the PAPR of OTFM and OFDM in 4QAM signals to display the
superiority of OTFM. We consider the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of
concatenation of 10000 symbols for two systems, where all of the symbols have 1024 samples.
It is shown that OTFM has better PAPR than OFDM system, and this superiority will improve
when we decrease the sampling interval number of OTFM symbols. For example, OTFM’s PAPR
is approximately 0.9 dB lower than that of OFDM at a probability of 10−4 in the 4QAM signal,
when N = 8, M = 128, which is lower than with N = 16, M = 64 at the same probability. The results
coincide with the conclusions of the above references, and confirm that our chosen parameters for
OTFM are proper to show the superiority in both BER and PAPR performance.
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Fig. 4. Constellation coordinates of demultiplexing OTFM signals. (a) 4QAM, SNR = 32 dB. (b) 16QAM,
SNR = 40 dB.

Fig. 5. Comparision of PAPR between OTFM and OFDM. (a) CCDF of PAPR of OTFM and OFDM.
(b) PDF of time domain signals of OTFM and OFDM.

Fig. 5(b) illustrates the statistical characteristics of time domain OTFM signals with 4QAM. The
analysis is performed like those in [33]. The mean of bipolar OTFM symbols x̆ is almost zero. The
real-valued time domain signal x̆ (t ) is normalized such that the empirical variance is equal to one,
which suggests that we can model the x̆ (t ) sequence using an i.i.d. Gaussian process with the
following probability density function (pdf),

pdfx̆ (x ) = N (x; 0, σ 2), (16)

N (x;μ, σ 2) = 1√
2πσ

e− (x−μ)2

2σ2 , (17)

where μ and σ 2 are the respective mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution. The simulation
results of the probability density distribution in Fig. 5(b) compare the difference between OTFM
and OFDM in the time domain. When N = 16, the distribution curve of OTFM is almost the same
as that of OFDM, where the latter’s pdf also belongs to Gaussian process. When N = 8, more
signals distribute around the mean of OTFM symbols and the range of magnitude is smaller than
that of OFDM. It also explains why the OTFM shows better PAPR performance.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, a DCO-OTFM scheme was proposed for an OWC system. We first designed a 2D
Hermitian symmetry in multiplexing to generate the real-valued OTFM signal. In signal recovery,
we applied frequency domain equalization with an ISFA-based method to resist the ISI. Numer-
ical results show that our proposed schemes perform significantly better than the conventional
DCO-OFDM scheme in BER, especially when the OTFM signals were recovered with proper ISFA
parameters. We also analyzed the proper design of OTFM to improve the performance of PAPR
compared with the OFDM system. All of the results revealed that the proposed DCO-OTFM system
satisfies the needs of practical OWC scenarios. Future works may be carried out on an MIMO
OTFM OWC system and DCO-OTFM NOMA uplink communications, etc.
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